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Summary:
Whatever your current concerns may be – raising boys’ achievement, middle years of schooling
or just improving learning in general – behind them lies the fundamental need to improve
thinking skills through teacher explanation and student understanding. MapWise will help
you to meet this need using the most powerful accelerated learning technique around –
Model Mapping.
Model Mapping is an effective means of addressing essential thinking skills requirements by
infusing thinking into subject teaching, and building the practice of connectivity in both
students and teachers.
About the authors:
Both Oliver Caviglioli and Ian Harris are trained in a number of thinking skills programmes
including Feurerstein's Instrumental Enrichment and De Bono's CoRT. Oliver has been using
mapping for 25 years, he has been a Principal for 7 years and has over 20 years classroom
teaching experience. Ian has 12 years teaching experience across the age and ability range. He
was a deputy principal for 2 years.
Feedback from their courses refers to their clarity, insights and the practicality and transferability of the materials they present.
Supporting resources:
• Think it – Map it! (NE3712)
• Reaching out to all Thinkers (NE3720)

•
•

Thinking Skills & IQ (NE2821)
Mapping Inner Space (3060)

Key selling points:
• clear explanations with practical examples
• draws upon current brain-based research and ideas
• suitable to use with students of any learning style
• makes planning and reviewing easier and more effective
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